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PAGE ONE: THOUGHTS FROM THE HEAD
Dear Parents,
Here we are, at the end of term, the sun is shining across the school site, Mr Matthews is out planting
trees and spring has well and truly sprung here in Launceston—despite the cold and frosty start to the
day.
As you will see from the following pages, it has been an extremely busy week, and the children have
achieved an enormous amount. I would like to say a huge THANK YOU to them, to you as parents and to
every member of staff for everything this term—it has been quite a journey since Christmas, and as ever
so much has been achieved.
At this time, thoughts turn to summer, but we also have the sense of some endings, with Yr 11 preparing
for their last term and their GCSEs, and one of my tasks this week was writing the final Headteacher
comments I will be writing for this talented cohort. This always has something of an ‘end of an era’ feel to
it, but at lest we will have another term with the children before we say our goodbyes.
Sadly this is not the case when today we say goodbye to Mrs Cat Gown, who leaves us for an exciting post
as Unit Operations Officer in HMS Vivid, in a return to the Royal Navy. Cat’s title during her time her is as
my Executive Assistant, but what she really is is an invaluable colleague, an individual of huge talent and
integrity and someone who has made the school better, and my job manageable, through her skill and
expertise. That she has juggled this with young twins and running the family vineyard is testament to her
many talents. I would fill this space with a list of her achievements while here, but suffice to say I, and we,
will miss you enormously Cat, thank you for your time with us.
Stepping out of the classroom we also have Mrs Holmes, who has lent us her expertise in the Food Tech
room in the long term absence of Mrs Yilmaz. Unfortunately Mrs Yilmaz will not be returning to school,
and we wish her all the very best with all in the future, she has been a much valued colleague.
Mrs Holmes has filled the void in the Food room, and from the start of term she will be handing over to
Mrs Maywood, who joins us from Launceston College and who has an excellent reputation as a food
technology teacher. I would like to say a huge thank you to Lou Holmes for all she has done in the last
term, she has put everything into the role and supported the children with skill, expertise and calm. Thank
you from everyone who has been fortunate to have had you as their teacher this term Lou, you are a star.
All that remains from me is to wish you all a fantastic Easter break, I hope everyone has the chance ro
refresh ready for the summer term and all that will bring. GCSEs? Royal Cornwall Show? Prizegivings?
Residentials? Lots of fun and learning? Bring it all on, but, for now, a little down time is needed for all.
With best wishes,
Mr Scott
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Dear Senior School Parents,
As I said last week, this week was going to be busy and full of varying trips and activities, it certainly has been just
that! So, we have this week had the Wuthering Heights Drama trip, Year 8 Private and Peaceful trip to
Hatherleigh, House Art Upcycle/ Media task with Care Compassion and Community as a focal point to create
each Hose a picture, PTA Easter hunt around the school grounds, Year 10 National Apprenticeship trip in Exeter,
Ten Tors mock on Dartmoor and a rugby 7s tournament in St Austel (fingers crossed I have not missed any).
Thank you to all staff for their time in organising these trips/activities from the organisation and risk assessments
to the good part of leading the pupils on the day. Pupils gain so much from these experiences. The House event
went extremely well and pupils really got into the activities, working and interacting across all year groups.
Thanks again to Mr Cattell, Mrs Budd, Mr Payne and Mr Brown and all staff for contributing. Thank you to Mrs
Crowder for an excellent Easter Hunt which pupils thoroughly enjoyed.
Thank you to Mrs Scott for a huge amount of work with the German exchange where we welcome our German
partner pupils to St Joseph's for the start of the Summer Term for a week stay. We are very grateful to parents
that are hosting a pupil and thank you for your time on Monday to gain the plans from Mrs Scott. I am really
looking forward to this event (which Covid-19 has delayed); it will bring a brilliant opportunity for all pupils in
school to enrich their cultural experience and hopefully some lasting friendships.
Next week we have GCSE Easter revision for Year 11 which I am sure will be hugely worthwhile for them.
The Year 7 to 10 Revision Guide will be sent out today to parents and pupils. The pupils, as always will receive
the helpful guidance on revision strategies to build upon the work they do with teachers and also from their Year
7 & 8 study skills lessons they had or have. The Year 8 GCSE Options Block letter will be sent today or on
Monday, so please look out for that.
The Grade Cards for Year 7 to 10 will be on Portal this Friday 1st April, as will Year 11 full reports.
I am very proud of how far the Ten Tors training team have come from the start of the training. During the mock
this week they walked in the mist, are on track and I am hopeful! The camping night was a cold one, with a flurry
of snow, however they have camped, cooked and overcame all these challenges, gaining huge resilience along
the way. During the two days, a kind husband and wife stopped me in passing to ask if the walking group from St
Joseph’s they had just seen was with Paul and I. They said, “what pleasant young people they were, so chatty
and polite. Young people get a bad name, but they were a great example of the opposite”. It’s always nice to
hear these comments. Well done team!
Today is the 1st of April and I think that Mr Cattell's April 'fool' on his Year 10 tutor group was the best; he asked
them to line up in alphabetical order outside Mrs Paton's office at registration, and they all did just that! They did
find the funny side of it, and well done to Eddie who was the first to realise it was an April 'fool' joke!
Spring time and the end of the Spring Term is a great time to reflect on what we have done and how far we have
come so far this academic year. I'm sure you would agree that when we do this, or look at a photo from
September, or a piece of school work, we can see just how much your child has grown and progressed. I am very
proud of what everyone within our school community has achieved this academic year so far and look forward
to all that the Summer Term will bring. Summer Term starts on Tuesday 26th April after staff inset day on
Monday 25th April.
I hope you have a wonderful Easter break and the weather will be kind.

Sam Matthews
Deputy Head of School
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Dear Junior School Parents,
It’s a wrap!
If this half term had been a film, I wonder what title it would have been given? How to find a film title
that shows it has been extremely busy, full of St Jo’s spirit, included lots of hard work and relied on
flexibility. Answers on a post card please.
This week alone, Year 4, 5 and Key stage 1 all donned their outdoor school clothing and went walking
through the fields, where they climbed gates, forded the river, saw calves and sheep skulls. Year 6
visited Kent’s Caverns and came back to school with stories of dinosaurs, stalactites, and stalagmites.
Year 1 and Reception went farming for an afternoon at Mrs Hawke’s farm. The entire Junior School
took part in a house Easter egg hunt and received chocolate eggs from the ‘real’ Easter bunny. Thank
you, PTA, for, once again, organising a fun filled activity for all the children.
On Thursday, the children made dampers around the campfire in the orchard (recipe later in the
newsletter), Year 4 steamed their way through the countryside on the train from Bodmin and
Reception invited in their lovely parents to share their learning journeys and take part in some Easter
activities.
The entire Junior School have been learning about Wassily Kandinsky: his life and his painting. Using
this knowledge, they then all painted a Kandinsky style piece, which will be assembled to make an
amazing piece for the dining room. The artistic results have been outstanding and huge thanks go to
Mrs Bentley for organising the project and to the PTA, who supplied us with the canvasses so we could
create our epic art instillation.
During the Easter holidays, the second Duchy run takes place on 8th April at Duchy College. As this is the
school holidays, parents will have to take their children to this event. If you would like your child to
participate in this, having already completed the first cross country event in February, please see the
details further on in the newsletter.
The first day of next term is Tuesday April 26th.
On the 26th of April, the Year 2 children will be visiting RHS Garden Rosemoor. Please do check all the
trip details, which are in the letter that was sent to the Year 2 parents previously.
During that first week, there will also be CPR training for Years 5 and 6 thanks to the charity Jay’s
Aims and the Kernow King will be doing the workshop with Year 4 and 5 and assembly for all the
Juniors that had to be postponed earlier in the term called The Cornish Caretakers.
Thank you to every Junior School parent for their support over the past term. Without each and
every one of you St. Joseph’s would not be the special place that it is.
I hope you all have a lovely Easter and look forward to seeing you all next term.
Caroline Skerry
Junior Head
Caroline.skerry@stjosephscornwall.co.uk
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Senior Subject Wonders of the
Week
Chemistry: Year 10 Set 3 for some excellent graph
work on Changes of State - Lila Broughton, Linny
Haydu, Martha Weymouth, Jacob Hawke, Alicia
Lewis-Langley, Finnan McCarthy.
Also, Tom Roddy - for being really up to date and
ahead of the game with his Chemistry revision notes.
Well done Tom.
English: Coco Godden and Verity Tippet. Incredible
performances in a variety of roles whilst filming a Pied
Piper news report. To quote Mrs Diffey: 'Like French
and Saunders when they were still funny.' Special
mention to Verity for making each wig her own.
Also, Year 9 Ashok - completed extra research at home
to support his 'writing to argue' piece of work looking
at the ethics of the relationship between employer
and employees.

Key Stage Stars of the Week
KS1: Teddy Ageneau for his enthusiastic reading. A
pleasure to hear every day.
Alice Banks for good manners, kindness, and
fantastic progress in literacy. An all-round sparkly
end to the term.
KS2: Carson Cathrae. Great maths work and a really
friendly, reliable and responsible member of year 6
KS3: Amelie Crowder and Alexie Hawke for being
fantastic ambassadors for the school.
KS4: Brooke Blake for being amazing at helping out
Years 7 & 8 at Netball club

Year 11 GCSE Information

Scholarship Day

Exam Dates

Our next Scholarship Day will be taking place on
Friday 6th May 2022. We have limited places available for entry in September 2022. For further
information please visit

GCSE exams will run from Monday 16th May until
Thursday 23rd June. Students have been given a
personal timetable and this can be found on their
statements of entry.

Results Day
The GCSE results are published on Thursday 25th
August 2022 and School will be open for pupils to
collect their results from 9.00am to 10.00am.

https://www.stjosephscornwall.co.uk/admissions/
scholarships/

If you are unable to attend the results day then
please inform Jane Gardner
(jane.gardner@stjosephscornwall.co.uk) as soon
as possible. We will require a signed letter or an e
mail from the students personal e mail account
informing us when or how the results are to be
collected.
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Junior Commendation Assembly
This half terms core value has been compassion.
The following children have show great compassion to others:
Reception- Hope Pantling
Year 1- Kerenza Maguire
Year 2- Tilly Coonan
Year 3- Hetty Cann
Year 4-Wiremu Robinson, Reuben Hodgson
Year 5- George Henderson, Uther Harris
Year 6- Rhys Leeson, Lucy Mott
Well done to you all.
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Ten Tors Training
A huge well done to the Ten Tors training team for completing their mock Ten Tors this Wednesday and
Thursday. They have walked nearly 32 miles (as the crow flies), much further in reality, overcame blisters, mist, snow, freezing temperatures, tiredness, and all else the moorland environment throws at
them. They have shown brilliant resilience and have progressed so much. The final team of 6 will take on
the Ten Tors actual on the Saturday 7th May. Well done to all of you.
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Year 3 and 4 Art
The children in the Junior School have started an art project kindly funded by the PTA. Each child will be painting onto a canvas to create an art display for the dining room. Years 3 and 4 have started this week by creating colour wheels. We look forward to seeing the final design on the wall in the coming weeks!
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Reception Class chick
We came in to find that chick number one had hatched
this morning. It has been named Charlie Chick. Many
thanks to Kasey and Piran for lending us their incubator
and giving us the eggs.

Junior Netball and Fitness Clubs

Junior Pupils are enjoying after school Netball and
Fitness Club this week. Thank you to the Seniors who
helped out with Netball—they are great ambassadors for the school.
Mr Scott's fitness club involved a run through the
Orchard and the fields, football and games of Yoshi—it certainly tired him out, if not the children!
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Year 5 Trip
On Tuesday, Year 5 visited the Royal Cornwall Museum in Truro to take part in the Tales from the Tomb
workshop.
We learned about their Ancient Egyptian mummy exhibit, as well as taking part in a mummification;
learning about the rituals, removing organs and placing amulets in the layers of bandages to ward off evil
spirits!
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Private Peaceful Grand Tour
This week, the English Department and Year 8
students had a great time touring and exploring the
setting of the Michael Morpurgo novel Private
Peaceful. The book is set in and around Iddesleigh so
on a trip to deepest, darkest West Devon we visited a
number of locations from the novel. This included the
woods where Tommo Peaceful's father worked and
died, the church where Charlie was married and Big
Joe was lost, and even the pub they all drank in!
Although the real Private Peaceful's grave is in the
Bedford cemetery near Ypres, it was interesting and
moving to look at the First World War graves in the
Iddesleigh graveyard, including one who had died in Egypt in December of 1918. A reminder that
although the Armistice ended on 11th November, the end of a conflict is never tidy.
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Private Peaceful Grand Tour
After a great visit to Private Peaceful country - West Devon - the two English groups have been
competing to create the informative and attractive wall displays. Excellent work from both Maris and
Stella. The winner is yet to be decided.

Tennis—James Brobin
The spring term and January in particular was one of the best spells of weather I have witnessed in 28 years of coaching for
the time of year. Very few sessions were held inside giving players the access to the fun and education the game can bring
through participation.
Participation and progress has been pleasing across all year groups, so much so that you should have received an email from
the school regarding a calendar of events and the Easter competitions that i am involved in running in North Cornwall.
I have also handed out paper copies to all pupils, if you have not seen the email or received the paper copies
please don't hesitate to get in touch and you are more than welcome to get in touch regarding pupils progress.
I would encourage all pupils to have a go at the competitions and hopefully we will have a few at the school in due course as
we get back to normal.
Junior school is £50 for the term which is 10X30 min sessions a week. Senior school is £90 for the term which is 10x60 min
sessions a week. Individual sessions are priced at £14 for 30 mins and £28 for 60 mins.
Please note if you no longer wish to continue with tennis then a terms notice is required.
If you are wishing to join tennis then you need to collect and fill in an application form from Glenda in the school office and I
will be in contact with you when spaces become available.
If you are still waiting please could you confirm that you are still interested or wish to be
taken off the list by shooting me a short email.
Wishing you all a happy Easter.
James Brobin brobinjames@gmail.com 07881 583 971
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Junior and Senior Prize Giving 2022

In preparation for the Senior and Junior Prize Giving events may we kindly
request the return of any trophies / cups by Friday 29th April 2022.
Please return all trophies to the school office.

Senior Prize Giving: Tuesday 28th June 2022
Junior Prize Giving: Thursday 30th June 2022
Year 2 Dance

Year 2 finished off their dance unit with some
spectacular performances this week! Using the theme
of a fireworks display to create their own routine.
Well done Year 2.
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Tree Planting
On Friday, children from the Junior and
Senior school council began to plant a
selection of trees that had been kindly
donated by the Woodland Trust. They had
already surveyed the school site and decided
on the most appropriate planting
positions. They planted wild cherry and
rowan trees along the river and near the
Astro to help with drainage and
shade. Where we lost the beautiful beech
tree down on the sports field a copse of
silver birches will be planted.

The true meaning of life is to plant trees, under whose shade you do not expect to sit.
Nelson Henderson
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Easter Egg Hunt
The Senior School Students took part
in hunting for QR codes around the
school site for clues for their Easter
hunt! Great fun organised by Mrs
Crowder & the PTA
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Easter Egg Hunt
Children in the Junior School enjoyed a fun morning with the Easter Bunny. They took part in a brilliant
Easter hunt organised by Mrs Skerry and the PTA
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Easter Egg Hunt
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Easter Egg Hunt

Well done Lydia!

German Exchange Visit Update

Well done to Lydia Stone for winning
Coaches player of the season for Tavistock
Hockey Club.

We are very much looking forward to the group of
visitors from our German partner school arriving at
the start of next term! 16 students and 3 teachers
will be arriving on the last Sunday of the Easter holidays and staying with St Jo’s families until Thursday
28th April. We have lots of fun things planned for
them and they can’t wait to visit our school. I’m sure
we’ll all make them very welcome when we see them
round and about school!
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The Return of the Muddy Walk

On Tuesday our Pre-Prep children headed out
down through the school orchard on a muddy adventure! They had a great time stomping through
the mud and crossing the river!
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Year 11 Biology

Our Year 11 Biology Trilogy class are investigating the effect of light on the rate of photosynthesis.
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This week, KS3 pupils have finished their
'Health and wellbeing' unit of work as they
prepare to move back through the
'Relationships' theme in the summer term.
Year 8 pupils have focused on emotional
health and wellbeing and have spent the last
couple of lessons looking at coping strategies.
Here are some ideas of positive coping
strategies for managing difficult feelings.

The following websites are useful for both parents and pupils for further support and advice.
www.samaritans.org
www.youngminds.org.uk
Year 9 pupils have finished the term with some
basic first aid where they have learnt some basic life
support techniques. Pupils carried out primary
surveys and also put their peers into a recovery
position. They used the DRABC approach to help
them! The following videos show how to carry out a
primary survey and move an unresponsive but
breathing casualty into the recovery position.
How to do the Primary Survey - First Aid Training St John Ambulance - YouTube
The Recovery Position - First Aid Training - St John
Ambulance - YouTube
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Year 4 Trip

Year 4 visited the Bodmin and Wenford Railway and the learned previous uses of the line and the fascinating story of the engine that pulled their carriage on their journey.
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Reception and Year 1 Farm Trip
On Wednesday afternoon Year One and Reception went to Mrs Hawke’s farm. The children were shown
around the farm and were introduced to the ducks, cows, goats and pigs.

We went on a lovely spring walk at the farm and the children enjoyed meeting all the new calves as well
as a very special baby - Billy the Kid!
Thank you to Mr and Mrs Hawke for such a lovely afternoon.
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Duchy Cross Country
Friday the 8th of April 2022
Runners from St Joseph's School who wish to compete must be accompanied by an adult,
who stays on site for the duration of the race.
All runners and parents are to arrive at the Duchy College sports hall for 12.30 to register
(PL17 8PB)
The first race at will start at 13.00.
Spectators must remain in the spectator areas. Duchy College is a fully functioning educational institute and therefore members of the public are unable to move around the site
unaccompanied and will be challenged if they do.
There will be a short presentation at the end of the last race to present the winners with
their awards.

St Joseph’s School Dampers Recipe
You will need:
A largish freezer bag
500g self-raising flour
300ml water
1 tablespoon of cooking oil
Several green sticks
A campfire

How to:
Put all the ingredients into the plastic bag and tie the top.
Knead the bag until all the ingredients are mixed (you can do this whilst your fire is getting
hot)
Take a piece of dough from the bag about the size of a golf ball and roll it so it looks like a
golf ball.
Then roll the dough ball into a sausage shape.
Attach one end of your dough sausage to the top of the green stick and then wind in
around the stick.
Cook over the embers of your campfire, turning occasionally.
Carefully pull the damper off the stick.
Serve with jam and /or butter or anything else that takes your fancy.
Enjoy- the Junior School children certainly did!!!!!
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The Rainforest
Year 3 have had a fantastic time learning all about The Rainforest as part of their topic this term. They
have learnt what they are, where they are, what they contain and who lives there! They enjoyed making
Kayapo tribe style headdresses and colourful rain shakers. The class also presented a brilliant assembly
about how we should all look after the rainforest and taught everyone a song about the different layers
in the rainforest.
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The Rainforest
To finish off our exciting topic, Year 3 visited the Eden Project and became Rainforest Rangers for the
day. They discovered what it takes to survive in the Amazon Rainforest and embarked on a quest of
discovery through the Rainforest Biome.
Well done Year 3!
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Year 9 Humanities
Year 9 humanities classes have studied different communities in their lessons and have designed their
own community, it had to be eco friendly, catering for all ages. This required planning and attention to
details, the following pictures the classes doing their presentations. Next term the community designs
will be on display and Mr Duff will be asking the whole school to vote on their favourite design.
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Kings of the Castle—Rugby Writeup by Mr Hurdwell and Archie Diffey
As teachers and parents, we try to show our young people how to be resilient and dedicated. Well, on Tuesday 29th
March 11 students from year 7 and 8 showed me in bucketful’s: they persevered, they didn’t give up, they gave it their all.
Captained by Archie Diffey, the squad took part in the Cornwall U13 schools 7s tournament. We have been training every
Tuesday after lessons, rain or shine, since September in the hope that we may get a fixture to play against other schools.
That day came and it did not disappoint.
Rugby isn’t just about how hard you play the game; many factors, on and off the pitch, play a part. It is said that rugby is a
thug’s game, played by gentlemen. I couldn’t agree more with that. It is something that sets this sport on a different level
to any other.
Each and every player put their hands on the St Joseph’s logo on their shirts and swore to make the school proud. I can tell
you in every facet, they did this and more. From their polite and well-mannered behaviour throughout the day, to making
sure each member of the squad was included, it is clear that these boys are developing into fine young gentlemen.
There were many highlights out of the day and every player proved that they deserved to represent the school. However, I
would like to give a few examples of the sportsmanship they showed throughout the day.
Archie Diffey played the role of captain for the day and lead by example through his immense power in the tackle. Not
only that but he doesn’t have ‘give up’ in his vocabulary; he led well, encouraged others and simply didn't stop running.
Eddie Jones may have the kamikaze twins in Tom Curry and Sam Underhill, but we can boast Will and Tom Stacey. If Will
wasn’t felling players twice his size he was using his pace to run around them. Not to be out done, Tom was first on the
score sheet with lighting pace and a side step Henry Slade would be jealous of!
When Max Dougan, aka the pocket rocket, got his hands on the ball he showed levels of talent that will hold him in good
stead in future years.
Harrison Jones, aka the silent assassin, worked his magic in defence and attack ensuring we had the opposition chasing
shadows at times.
Tom Dowdall, aka the growler, wore his heart on his sleeve the whole day. The commitment he showed in the contact
area was so huge his release was to roahhh like a lion loud enough to be heard in St Ives! It frightened me so I dread to
think what it did to the opposition!
Theo Felcey and Luke Medland are out and out sprinters. They had obviously been watching Jason Robinson in the 2003
World Cup final because they constantly broke the first line of defence and left the opposition in whole heaps of trouble!
Harry Kirkwood proved to be the Jason Leonard of the side, ensuring that all the hard work was done behind the scenes.
Making sure his mates were protected in the breakdown and carrying the ball at such a low centre of gravity, Harry was a
real pain for the opposition to deal with.
Harry Crawford, is possibly at his happiest watching people trip over their own feet falling for one of his trade mark goose,
hitch kick side steps. However, once he put those afterburners on there wasn’t much the opposition could do to stop him!
If all of these talents were not enough I had teachers and coaches complimented us on how well-mannered each of the
players were.
For me, the proudest moment was the penultimate game of the day when we became self-proclaimed kings of the Launceston castle by beating our closest rivals Launceston College 25-15 with some outrageous skills and genuine desire to
win.
For now, it’s back to the training ground with more fixtures and enjoyment to come in the future.
The final word comes from our captain, Archie Diffey, who is not only a talented rugby player but has also written his
thoughts on today’s events.
“The year 7 and 8 boys 7’s rugby team went to Penair School on 29th March to play a day of 7’s rugby. We played 5
matches and won one of them against Launceston College - our aim was to beat this local school. A few of the issues we
faced were we weren’t used to playing 7’s and we hadn’t played competitively as a team before. Although we had these
set backs the team put in a brilliant effort and worked as a team outstandingly. Some highlights were Will Stacey’s enormous tackles, Luke Medland’s brilliant runs, Thomas Dowdall’s tackles (and intimidating growls), Tom Stacey’s agility and
side steps and Harry Crawford’s excellent efforts and ability to read the game as number 9. I was proud of everyone’s
110% effort and thanks to Chris the bus driver for taking us and Mr Hurdwell for his enthusiasm.”
Written by Archie Diffey, Year 8, Rugby Team Captain.
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Playing up: pictures from the U13 Rugby 7s.
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All Stars Cricket
Registrations for this year's All Stars Cricket are now open
Eight weeks of cricket sessions for all children aged 5-8. Your All Stars will learn new skills,
make new friends and have loads of fun!
Sign up now http://ms.spr.ly/6012wrwA2

More details can be found at:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/easter-holiday-beach-school-ages-12-16-tickets-271955284577?aff=ebdsoporgprofile
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